Introduction

Mutations in the C-Terminal Domain of the Transducin ␥ Subunit Prevent Effective Interactions between the light receptor rhodopsin (R)
Rhodopsin-Transducin Interactions and the G protein transducin (Gt) in rod photoreceptor
In order to define the role of Gt␥ in R* interactions and cells represent one of the first major molecular events Gt activation, we targeted the Gt␥(60-71) domain by that lead to the generation of visual signals [1]. The ␤␥ reversing the positions of neighboring amino acids. subunit complex of Gt is required for effective interacSuch mutations tend to disrupt the secondary structure tions between photoactivated rhodopsin (R*) and Gt and of local domains, while preserving the amino acid comfor the subsequent nucleotide exchange on the Gt ␣ position, total charge, and hydrophobicity. We found subunit [ (Figure 2A) . When the KEr mutation is introduced into Gt␥(60-71)farnesyl, the peptide fails to stabilize Meta II (Figure 2A) . Considering the expected differences in the microenvironment around the model peptide and the Gt␥(60-71) domain in the heterotrimer, this result is in remarkable agreement with the reduced ability of Gt␤␥-KEr to interact with R*. If signal transfer from R* to Gt does indeed proceed via a conformational switch in the C terminus of Gt␥, the charge reversal may disable the switch and prevent Gt␣ activation.
In order to test this hypothesis, we have determined the three-dimensional structures of Gt␥(60-71)farnesyl Figure 3A , and a full NOE summary is shown in Figure 3B . Several interactions
The lack of meaningful medium-and long-range NOEs signifies a disordered state before and during rhodopsin important for structure calculations were identified in the NH-␣H region, including N62-F64(␣H,NH i,iϩ2), P63-activation, in striking contrast to the conformational changes in the native domain.
K65(␣H,NH i,iϩ2), F64-K68(␣H,NH i,iϩ4), E66-K68(␣H,NH i,iϩ2), and L67-G70(␣H,NH i,iϩ3). Analysis of the NH-
Three-dimensional structures of R*-bound Gt␥(60-71)farnesyl based on NMR-derived constraints were cal-NH region revealed additional N62-F64(NH,NH i,iϩ2), L67-G69(NH,NH i,iϩ2), and K68-G70(NH,NH i,iϩ2) NOE culated by distance geometry, constrained high-temperature molecular dynamics, and simulated annealing. peaks. Importantly, all photoactivation-specific NOEs This movement is possible because, unlike F40 of Gt␥, F64 does not contribute significantly to Gt␤␥ dimer formation. The C terminus of Gt␥ can be successfully truncated up to E59 without affecting ␤␥ complex formation [14] . Also, mutation F64A in Gt␥ severely affects coupling with R*, but Gt␥F64A can interact with Gt␤ effectively [14] . In model peptides, Gt␥F64A and Gt␥F64T are unable to interact with Meta II [9]. These results suggest that F64 interacts with R* directly; this is supported by our model, which shows the repositioning of F64 from facing Gt␤ to facing R*. The Gt␥(62-64) AsnProPhe (NPF) sequence of Gt␥ appears to represent a conserved proline switch [25] , which we propose to be stabilized by R* to allow formation of the Gt␥ C-terminal helix.
Biological Implications
One of the central issues in R*-catalyzed activation of Gt is the mechanism of signal transfer between the two proteins. Conformational changes and molecular switches at the R*-Gt interface ultimately lead to the allosteric regu- , Jacob-Mosier, G.G., Lawton, R.G., VanDort, M. , NOESY experiments, a range of T mix from 150 ms to 400 ms was
